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ABSTRACT

A recently presented HST/FGS parallax measurement of the Polaris system has been interpreted as evidence for the Cepheid Polaris
Aa to be pulsating in the second overtone. An age discrepancy between components A and B has been noted and discussed in terms
of a stellar merger. Here I show that the new parallax of Polaris is consistent with a simpler interpretation of Polaris as a 7 M , firstovertone, classical Cepheid near the hot boundary of the first instability strip crossing. This picture is anchored to rates of period
change, the period-luminosity relation, the location in color-magnitude space, the interferometrically determined radius, spectroscopic
N/C and N/O enhancements, and a dynamical mass measurement. The detailed agreement between models and data corroborates the
physical association between the Cepheid and its visual companion as well as the accuracy of the HST parallax. The age discrepancy
between components A and B is confirmed and requires further analysis, for example to investigate the possibility of stellar mergers in
an evaporating birth cluster of which the Polaris triple system would be the remaining core.
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1. Introduction
Polaris is the closest “classical” Cepheid to the Sun. Given the
importance of Cepheids for both stellar astrophysics and cosmology, it is unsurprising that Polaris1 has been studied extensively
for more than a century. Polaris features several peculiarities,
such as a very low and changing light amplitude, and abrupt variations in its fast changing period. A particular point of contention
in the literature has been its pulsation mode and parallax, since
these two are intricately linked via the period-luminosity relation
(PLR).
Polaris has at least two companions that are discussed in the
literature; see Kamper (1996) for a review. One is a visual companion at a separation of approximately 1800 (Fernie 1966; Evans
et al. 2008, Polaris B), and the other is a much more nearby
companion that was first discovered spectroscopically (Moore
1929) and later spatially resolved approximately 0.1700 from the
Cepheid (Evans et al. 2008, Polaris Ab). Although the separations are numerically different, the Polaris system thus shares an
important similarity with the prototype δ Cephei (Anderson et al.
2015).
Recently, Bond et al. (2018, henceforth B18) provided an
independent parallax measurement of Polaris B, the visual companion generally thought to be physically associated with the
Cepheid. Intriguingly, this new parallax is much smaller than
the H IPPARCOS parallax, that is, 6.26 ± 0.24 mas (B18) versus 7.54 ± 0.11 mas (van Leeuwen 2007), respectively. Another
parallax estimate of 10.1 ± 0.2 mas (Turner et al. 2013) based
?

ESO fellow.
“Polaris” here denotes the Cepheid component, Polaris Aa, unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
1

on putative cluster membership has been vigorously disputed
(van Leeuwen 2013).
The B18 parallax of Polaris B should be applicable for the
Cepheid, if Polaris A and B are physically associated. This
assumption appears warranted based on several membership
indicators, such as photometry, proper motion, and radial velocities; see B18 and references therein. Given the B18 parallax,
the physical separation between A and B is ∼2800 au, which is
within the range of physically associated wide binaries among
Cepheids (Evans et al. 2016b,a, arel . 4000 au). However, this
poses a problem, since Polaris B (age > 2.1 Gyr) is much older
than the Cepheid (B18). Moreover, reconciling the B18 and
H IPPARCOS parallaxes seems impossible, since the two values
differ by 4.8σ.
B18 argue that Polaris should be pulsating in the second
overtone based on its absolute V-band magnitude and pulsation
period, P. However, B18 also note that the 2O pulsation mode
for Polaris is unlikely, since 2O pulsators tend to exhibit more
than a single pulsation mode and since Polaris would have an
unusually long period for a Galactic 2O pulsator. To explain the
age discrepancy between components A and B, B18 discuss the
possibility of mergers among system components, although no
final conclusion could be reached.
This Letter is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
period-age and period-radius relations of first overtone Cepheids
that cross the classical instability strip (IS) for the first time
based on Geneva stellar evolution models that incorporate the
effects of rotation. Section 3 compares the observed properties of
Polaris—adopting the B18 parallax for the Cepheid—with these
model predictions, and draws a consistent picture of its evolutionary status. Section 4 discusses how this picture relates to a
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dynamical mass measurement and the age discrepancy. Section 5
summarizes this work.

2. Model predictions
Anderson et al. (2016, henceforth A16) recently provided a
detailed linear non-adiabatic radial pulsation analysis of Geneva
stellar evolution models that incorporate the effects of rotation
on stellar evolution. Rotation is a key ingredient in stellar models
that remains under-discussed and whose influence on the evolution of Cepheids has been shown to be very significant. For
instance, Geneva stellar evolution models (Ekström et al. 2012;
Georgy et al. 2013) do not exhibit a mass discrepancy compared
to other mass estimates (Anderson et al. 2014, 2017, A16).
A16 published predictions for the position of the classical
IS as well as period-age, period-radius, and of course periodluminosity relations, among others, for Cepheids of different
metallicities (solar, LMC, SMC) and initial rotation rates (no,
average, and fast rotation) that pulsate in the first overtone (FO)
or the fundamental (FU) mode. Moreover, A16 distinguished
between Cepheids crossing the IS for the first, second, and third
time, and provided analytic expressions for different relations
with P; mainly for second and third crossings as these are the
most common among classical Cepheids.
To evaluate whether the observed properties of Polaris,
which is arguably not representative of the average Cepheid,
are consistent with the Geneva models, the following provides
analytic expressions for period-age (Sect. 2.1) and period-radius
(Sect. 2.2) relations of FO Cepheids crossing the IS for the first
time. These relations have been obtained by fitting the published
results from A16.

2.1. Period-age relations

Table A.1 provides analytic period-age relations for FO Cepheids
on the first IS crossing with average initial rotation rate
ω = Ω/Ωcrit = 0.5. For Polaris, assuming solar metallicity (Z ),
average initial rotation, FO pulsation and a first IS crossing very
near the hot IS boundary (cf. below), these relations yield an age
of 54 Myr, that is, log (a [yr]) = 7.73. For comparison, periodage relations based on models with no and fast (ω = 0.9) rotation
would imply ages of 35 and 47 Myr, respectively.

3.1. Polaris and the first IS crossing

Rates of changing pulsation periods are commonly interpreted as
evidence for secular evolution, i.e., the large-scale evolution of a
Cepheid’s radius as it passes through the IS. Although Cepheids
exhibit a diverse phenomenology of observed period changes on
short time scales (years to a decade) (e.g., Poleski 2008; Süveges
& Anderson 2018), stellar evolution models generally provide a
good match to rates of period change determined using temporal baselines of multiple decades (e.g., A16). Positive Ṗ implies a
rightward motion in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, that is, an
increase in stellar radius. Since the first IS crossing has a particularly short lifetime, Ṗ is expected to be 1.5–2 orders of magnitude
faster on the first crossing than on the third.
As noted previously in the literature, the rate at which
Polaris’ period changes is comparatively fast, on the order of
4.4–4.9 s yr−1 (based on data spanning ∼150 yr) (e.g., Evans
et al. 2002; Turner et al. 2005; Spreckley & Stevens 2008;
Bruntt et al. 2008, and references therein). Of course, Polaris
has previously been discussed as a Cepheid on the first IS crossing (e.g., Turner et al. 2013; Fadeyev 2015, A16). A peculiar
aspect of Polaris’ period change is the observed discontinuity
in the observed O–C diagram parabola, which implies a sudden
change in pulsation period to have occurred around 1963. Rapid
monitoring using the SMEI instrument on board the Coriolis
spacecraft suggests that another such break may have occurred
more recently (Spreckley & Stevens 2008; Bruntt et al. 2008).
Polaris is furthermore famous for its changing light amplitude,
which for a while was thought to be disappearing.
Figure 1 shows model predictions for Z FO Cepheids of different initial (ZAMS) rotation rates ω on the first (faster Ṗ) and
third IS crossings. Predicted values of Ṗ for FU Cepheids are
very similar, if slightly lower and are not shown here (cf. A16).
The observed Ṗ values of four Cepheids, one of which is Polaris,
by far exceed the bulk of objects consisting of both FO and FU
Cepheids. The predicted Ṗ for the first crossing 7 M model is
considerably faster than the observed value, and a similar average tendency is seen among third-crossing models. Hence, it
appears that models systematically overestimate Ṗ, that is, they
underestimate evolutionary timescales. The same effect is seen
also for other models (Fadeyev 2013, 2014, cf. A16). Despite the
mismatch in absolute terms, the clear separation into two groups
likely indicates that Polaris is crossing the IS for the first time.
3.2. Polaris as a first overtone pulsator

2.2. Period-radius relations

Table A.2 provides analytic period-radius relations for FO
Cepheids on the first IS crossing with average initial rotation
rate ω = Ω/Ωcrit = 0.5. For Polaris, assuming Z , average initial rotation, FO pulsation and a first IS crossing very near the hot
IS boundary (cf. below), these relations yield a radius of 50.6 R .
We note, however, that the fitted linear relation predicts a slightly
smaller radius than the closest computed model; see Sect. 3.3.
Period-radius relations for ω = 0.0 and 0.9 predict values of 53.8
and 53.2 R .

3. A consistent picture for a peculiar Cepheid
This section compares observed properties of Polaris with predictions from Geneva stellar evolution models adopting the B18
parallax for the Cepheid Polaris.
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The pulsation mode of Polaris has been a matter of intense discussion, in particular with regards to the calibration of the PLR.
Adopting the HST parallax, B18 noted the difficulty of rendering the absolute magnitude of Polaris consistent with the PLR
of either FU or FO Cepheids, while implicitly assuming that
Polaris crosses the IS for the third time. Figure 2 shows the position of Polaris in the period-luminosity relation using the optical
reddening-free Wesenheit magnitude WVI = I − 1.55 · (V − I)
(Madore 1982; Soszynski et al. 2008). As the figure shows, the
position of Polaris agrees with the predictions for a FO Cepheid
on the first IS crossing very near the hot IS boundary. The much
shorter-period FO Cepheid SU Cas (on the second IS crossing) lies below the period range where Z models exhibit blue
loops sufficiently extended for predicting blue IS boundaries; see
Anderson et al. (2017) for a discussion.
Figure 3 shows isochrones computed using the Geneva stellar isochrone online interpolation tool2 (Ekström et al. 2012;
2

https://obswww.unige.ch/Recherche/evoldb/index/
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Georgy et al. 2014) assuming average initial rotation rates
together with the MV and (B − V)0 values from B18. These
isochrones were computed for a range of ages near log a = 7.73;
see Sect. 2.1 and Table A.1. The right panel shows a closeup of
the isochrones that pass through the uncertainties of Polaris Aa.
Instability strip boundaries3 were determined by fitting predictions for all rotation rates of FO Cepheids on the first crossing
based on Geneva evolution models (A16), and are thus selfconsistent with the isochrones. The isochrone suggests a slightly
younger age of log a ∈ [7.65, 7.70] than the P − a relation. As
noted by B18, the position of Polaris B in the CMD does not
match the isochrone for the Cepheid, regardless of the assumed
age or IS crossing.
3.3. The radius of Polaris

0.4

0.6
log (P [d])

0.8

Fig. 1. Predicted rates of period change for Z FO Cepheids (lines)
and observed values for Galactic Cepheids (Turner et al. 2006, markers include both FO and FU Cepheids). Adapted from Fig. 13 in A16
to illustrate predictions for FO Cepheids. First IS crossings are labeled
“1X”, third IS crossings “3X”. Polaris (green filled circle) and three
other Cepheids (DX Gem, BY Cas, and HD 344787; yellow markers)
exhibit much faster Ṗ than the bulk of Cepheids and are likely crossing the IS for the first time. Line styles distinguish initial rotation rates
of the models: dotted red = no rotation, solid black = average rotation (ω = 0.5), dashed blue = fast rotation (ω = 0.9). Groups of lines
correspond to different initial mass or IS crossing. Each line segment
represents an IS crossing (left is hot IS boundary).

−6.0

The fitted period-radius relation for Z in Table A.2 predicts
R = 50.6 R for P = 3.969 d near the hot IS edge. However,
the predicted radius of a computed 7 M FO model (with
average initial rotation) at the first crossing’s hot IS boundary is R = 51.4 R (Fig. 4), and matches the interferometrically
measured radius assuming the B18 parallax to within the uncertainty (Mérand et al. 2006, θLD = 3.123 ± 0.008 mas yields
Robs = 53.6 ± 2.2 R ). The period of the same model and
the Cepheid differ by less than 2% (predicted P = 3.895 d).
Period-radius relations for no or very fast rotation match the
observed radius even better (see Sect. 2.2) and would imply
higher and lower mass, respectively. However, the observed rotational enhancement of N/C and N/O (Sect. 3.4) strongly favors a
typical rate of initial angular rotation and the (computed) 7 M
solution.

WV I = I − 1.55 · (V − I) [mag]

3.4. N/C and N/O enhancement due to rotational mixing
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Fig. 2. The position of Polaris on the predicted reddening-free PeriodWesenheit relation for FO Cepheids on the first crossing; relations for
models on the blue and red IS edges are shown in these colors. Solid
lines are model predictions featuring average rotation (half of critical
angular rotation rate on ZAMS). Models without rotation or very fast
rotation are shown by dotted and dash-dotted lines and are very similar near the blue edge. SU Cas is another FO Cepheid with positive Ṗ
(likely on second crossing) and available parallax (van Leeuwen 2007,
H IPPARCOS ). PLRs near red IS boundaries for second and third crossing FO Cepheids are shown in cyan and yellow. Blue boundaries for
second or third crossings could not be established at such short periods,
since their blue loops are not extended to sufficiently high temperatures
(cf. Anderson et al. 2017).

Pre-dredge-up enhancement of nitrogen relative to carbon and
oxygen provides “smoking gun” evidence for the presence of
rotational mixing, since N has the slowest destruction rate
in the CNO cycle (Maeder 1985; Maeder & Meynet 2000).
Estimating this enhancement using measured CNO element
abundances (Usenko et al. 2005) and assuming a solar ZAMS
composition (since [Fe/H] = 0.07) yields ∆[N/C] = 0.59 ± 0.16
and ∆[N/O] = 0.42 ± 0.15. These numbers are in excellent
agreement with the rotational enhancement predicted by the
log a = 7.68 isochrone (∆[N/C] = 0.54, ∆[N/O] = 0.42)4 near
the first crossing of the instability strip, thus contradicting previous results (Neilson 2014). Sections 3.3 and 3.1 suggested
the same value for mass. For comparison, an isochrone for
a 47 Myr star entering the IS for the first time computed
using fast rotation (ω = 0.9) predicts ∆[N/C] = 1.17 and
∆[N/O] = 0.75, far higher than the spectroscopically measured
values.

4. Discussion
4.1. Mass of the Cepheid Polaris Aa

The mass of Polaris implied by this work is very near 7 M .
This is slightly above the 1σ range of the 4.5+2.2
−1.4 M literature value measured using a spectroscopic orbit, proper motions,
and assuming $ = 7.72 ± 0.12 mas (Evans et al. 2008, E08).
3 FO Cepheid on first crossing hot boundary: M = 3.074 − 14.522 ·
V
(B − V); cool boundary: MV = 6.247 − 17.376 · (B − V) + 6.464 · (B − V)2 .
4 For an illustration of the dependence of these numbers on ω for a
7 M Z Cepheid, see Anderson et al. (2014, Fig. 8).
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Fig. 3. Color-magnitude diagram for Polaris with predicted Z isochrones of different log a as labeled. The position of Polaris B is clearly discrepant
with the isochrone that matches Polaris Aa, indicating a significant difference in age (best fit isochrone for log a = 9.3). MV and (B − V)0 values
for Polaris Aa and B taken from B18.
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Fig. 4. Predicted Z period-radius relations and Polaris’ interferometrically measured radius assuming the B18 parallax. Blue and red lines
drawn are linear fits to the discretely computed models near the hot
and cool IS edges; blue open squares mark computed models along the
hot boundary of the first crossing. 1X denotes first crossing models, 3X
third crossing models. P − R relations for FU Cepheids are shown for
reference. The period and radius of a 7 M 1X model (log P = 0.5904,
log R/R = 1.7107) on the first crossing nearly coincides with the
Polaris measurement (0.5987, 1.7114).

Adopting the B18 parallax increases the total mass of the Polaris
system by nearly a factor of two, that is, from 5.8 to 10.9 M
(E08, Joint Fit) or from 3.9 to 7.3 M (E08, HST Only). Since
the B18 parallax also implies a greater luminosity for Polaris B,
its previous mass estimate of 1.35 M also requires upward correction. Considering the (large) uncertainties of Polaris’ mass
measurement and its need for upward revision, the predicted
mass appears to be in very good agreement with observations.
4.2. The age discrepancy between Polaris Aa and B

B18 noted an age difference between Polaris Aa (∼50 Myr) and
B (∼2.1 Gyr) and discussed different possibilities of explaining
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this discrepancy via stellar mergers. The present work (Fig. 3)
confirms that age discrepancy using Geneva stellar evolution
models.
The Polaris system consists of a ∼7 M Cepheid (this work)
and two ∼1.3 M companions (E08): Polaris Ab (F6V) and
Polaris B (F3V). Given the matching spectral types and similar masses of Polaris Ab and B, it seems most likely that the
Cepheid would be the product of a merger. However, a merger
scenario involving two stars of ∼3–4 M does not resolve the
age discrepancy, since such stars have a lifetime of only about
500 Myr, leaving the increasingly unlikely scenario of multiple
mergers.
Interpreting the Polaris system (Mtot ≈ 11 M , cf. Sect. 4.1)
as the remaining core of a dispersed birth cluster would imply an
original cluster mass Mcl ≈ 20–40 M and thus a maximum stellar mass in the order of 3–4 M (Kroupa et al. 2013, Figs. 4–5).
Plotting all three components (Aa, Ab, and B) in a single CMD
would help establish whether component Ab is co-eval with the
Cepheid or Polaris B. The high eccentricity of the inner binary
(Aa–Ab) together with the presence of a far outward component
B provides evidence of Kozai–Lidov interactions that could have
facilitated a merger in the inner system. Stimulated evolution
(Kroupa 1995) could have also been relevant for this system.
The presence of a significant (1.5 ± 0.4 % K-band flux contribution) circumstellar environment around Polaris Aa (Mérand
et al. 2006, located at 2.4 times the Cepheid’s present radius)
may further point to a merger event, which would have taken
place within the last ∼50 Myr. Dynamical modeling of low-mass
clusters would provide important insights into such systems.
In this context, two things are especially worth noting. First,
there does not seem to be a need to invoke any peculiar evolutionary scenarios from the point of view of the Cepheid alone,
given the above excellent agreement between observations and
predictions. Thus, if a merger occurred in the past, then single star evolution models (of a discrepant age) are sufficient
to explain the Cepheid’s current properties. Second, there are
striking similarities between the Polaris system and δ Cephei,
which is also a wide triple system with an eccentric inner binary
(Anderson et al. 2015) and a nearby overdensity of dispersed
young stars (de Zeeuw et al. 1999; Gaia Collaboration 2017).
Moreover, an important CSE around δ Cephei has been detected
using different techniques (Mérand et al. 2006; Marengo et al.
2010; Matthews et al. 2012; Nardetto et al. 2016).
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5. Conclusions
Model predictions for a 7 M Z FO Cepheid with typical
initial rotation near the hot edge of the first IS crossing provide a consistent picture for the observed properties of the
enigmatic classical Cepheid Polaris when assuming that the
recently measured HST/FGS parallax of its visual companion Polaris B also applies to the Cepheid. This consistent
picture is anchored to rates of period change, the periodluminosity-relation, the location in color-magnitude space, the
interferometrically measured radius, spectroscopic N/C and N/O
enhancements, and the dynamical mass measurement from the
literature.
The strong level of agreement between models and data
corroborates independent evidence supporting the physical association between Polaris A and B and the accuracy of the B18
parallax. This represents a success of stellar evolution models
that are particularly sensitive to Cepheid properties. As a star
that has only recently turned off from the Main Sequence, Polaris
is sure to provide important constraints on rotational mixing by
comparing its properties to Cepheids on later IS crossings. The
age discrepancy between components Aa and B points to dynamical effects that require further study, via N-body simulations, for
example.
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Appendix A: Tables
A.1. Period-age relation for FO Cepheids on the first IS
crossing
Table A.1. Period-age relations of the form log (a [yr]) = A + B ·
log (P [d]) for FO Cepheids on the first IS crossing based on fit of
predictions provided by A16.

Metallicity
Solar (0.014)
LMC (0.006)
SMC (0.002)

Bb

Ab

Br

Ar

−0.890
−0.944
−0.993

8.267
8.264
8.265

−0.867
−0.923
−0.974

8.422
8.432
8.446

Notes. Subscripts b and r denote relations valid at the hot (blue) and
cool (red) IS boundary, respectively.

A.2. Period-radius relations for FO Cepheids on the first IS
crossing
Table A.2. Period-radius relations of the form log (R/R ) = A + B ·
log (P [d]) for FO Cepheids on the first IS crossing based on fit of
predictions provided by A16.

Metallicity
Solar (0.014)
LMC (0.006)
SMC (0.002)

Bb

Ab

Br

Ar

0.748
0.760
0.764

1.256
1.250
1.240

0.737
0.751
0.756

1.232
1.223
1.212

Notes. Subscripts b and r denote relations valid at the hot (blue) and
cool (red) IS boundary, respectively.
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